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ABSTRACT

This paper attempts to disclose how micro-subjects perceive the ecological welfare from the recycling of agricultural resources, and what are the factors affecting the perception. Firstly, the current status of modern agriculture was introduced, and the connotation of ecological welfare was explained in details. Then, the ecological welfare was divided into three aspects, namely, air quality change, water quality change, and farmland quality change. Meanwhile, eleven variables were selected, including seven personal variables and four external variables. The research data were collected through a questionnaire survey on farmers in Heilongjiang Province, China, and subjected to sequential logistics regression (SLR). The results show that the farmers could perceive the ecological welfare, which stems from the recycling of agricultural resources, much more effectively, if the recycling is industrialized and up-scaled, well-educated professional farmers are trained, and rural infrastructure is improved. The research findings provide a guidance for farmers to engage in the recycling of resources.

1. INTRODUCTION

The recycling of agricultural resources has significant ecological benefits in terms of water environment, farmland quality, and air environment. With the growing awareness of the ecological functions of agriculture, the concept of ecological welfare has emerged, which expresses the ecological benefits of a specific subject. It is an important task to fully integrate ecological welfare with the development of modern agriculture.

Currently, the studies on ecological welfare mainly concentrate on three aspects: connotation, industrial realization, and measurement.

(1) Ecological welfare is the ecological version of social welfare, which supplements and improves social welfare. With the deepening of relevant research, the connotation of ecological welfare continues to expand towards ecological welfare demand, ecological welfare recipient, and the integration between ecological welfare and material welfare.


(3) The measurement of ecological welfare can be traced back to 1929. Andrew, Nick, and Stefan Bergheim are the pioneers in measuring ecological welfare [3]. Later, Barreiro-Vescovo et al. [4] put forward the index of economic well-being (IEWB). Besides, the New Economic Foundation, a British thinktank, designed the happy planet index (HPI), marking the first attempt to combine environmental impact and welfare to measure the performance of our living environment [5, 6]. Chen et al. [7, 8] argued that HPI does not consider the negative externalities of environmental damage, and developed a new index called environmentally responsible happy nation index (ERHNI).

To sum up, the scholars engaging in ecological welfare mostly focus on the connotation, industrial realization, and measurement of ecological welfare [9, 10]. There is no report on how micro-subjects perceive the ecological welfare from the recycling of agricultural resources, or what are the factors affecting the perception.

To make up for the gap, this paper firstly introduces the current status of modern agriculture, and explains the connotation of ecological welfare. Then, sequential logistics regression (SLR) was adopted to analyze the perception of ecological welfare from the recycling of agricultural resources and its influencing factors. Based on the analysis results, several highly operable suggestions were made to industrialize and realize the scale effect of the recycling of agricultural resources.

2. METHODOLOGY

The SLR is a special tool to solve regression problems, where the explained variables are discrete and the explanatory variables are continuous or discrete [11-13]. In this paper, the change in each of the three aspects of ecological welfare (air quality, water quality, and farmland quality) is scored by farmers as follows: “worse=1”, “the same=2”, and “better=3”. The scores thus obtained from a multi-class sequential data, which cannot be effectively analyzed by stepwise regression or multiple regression. Therefore, the SLR was introduced to systematically analyze the farmers’ perception of ecological welfare and its influencing factors:
where, \( y_i \) is the response of farmer \( i \) to the ecological welfare from the recycling of agricultural resources (\( y_i = 1 \) means the response worsens, \( y_i = 2 \) means the response remains the same, and \( y_i = 3 \) means the response improves); \( Z_{ki} \) is the \( k \)-th factor affecting the response of farmer \( i \); \( \alpha \) is a constant; \( \beta_k \) is a coefficient; \( \varepsilon_i \) is a random disturbance reflecting the influence of hidden factors and statistical error [14, 15].

Let \( P(y=j|x) \) be the probability that the response falls on level \( j(j=1,2,3) \). Then, the probability that the response falls on or below \( j(j=1,2,3) \) can be expressed as \( P(y\leq j|x)=P(y=1|x)+\ldots+P(y=j|x) \). The cumulative probability that the response falls on or below \( j \) was subjected to logit transform:

\[
\log \frac{P(y > j|x)}{P(y > j+1|x)} = \ln \frac{P(y > j|x)}{1 - P(y > j|x)} = \sum_{i=1}^{p} \beta_i x_i
\]

The logistics regression of sequential classification results can be defined as:

\[
\log \frac{P(y > j|x)}{P(y > j+1|x)} = -\alpha_j + \sum_{i=1}^{p} \beta_i x_i
\]

Formula (3) can be rewritten as:

\[
P(y \leq j|x) = \frac{1}{1 + \exp(-\alpha_j + \sum_{i=1}^{p} \beta_i x_i)}
\]

Then, level \( k \) was divided into two classes: \( \{1, \ldots, j\} \) and \( \{j+1, \ldots, k\} \). Let \( p \) be the logarithm of the advantage of the cumulative probability that the response falls on the former class over the cumulative probability that the response falls on the former class. Hence, the above model is called the cumulative advantage model.

The cumulative advantage model of the sequential classification results contains \((k-1)p\) parameters, in which \( \alpha_i \) and \( \beta_i \) are estimated parameters. For any \( j \), \( \logit(P) \) is a linear function of the explanatory variable \( x \): \( P(y\leq j|x) < P(y\leq k-1|x) < \ldots < P(y\leq k|x) \). It can be derived that \( \alpha_1 < \alpha_2 < \ldots < \alpha_k \), where \( \alpha_i \) is the division coefficient splitting the distribution.

Then, the parameters were estimated by maximum likelihood method:

\[
P(y = j|x) = P(y \leq j|x) - P(y \leq j-1|x)
\]

\[
= P(-\alpha_j + \sum_{i=1}^{p} \beta_i x_i < u < -\alpha_{j-1} + \sum_{i=1}^{p} \beta_i x_i)
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{1 + \exp(-\alpha_j + \sum_{i=1}^{p} \beta_i x_i)} - \frac{1}{1 + \exp(-\alpha_{j-1} + \sum_{i=1}^{p} \beta_i x_i)}
\]

where, \( p_i \) is the probability of farmer \( i \)’s response to ecological welfare; \( \alpha \) is a constant; \( \beta_i \) is a regression coefficient [16].

3. DATA SOURCES AND VARIABLE DESCRIPTION

Behavioral economics hold that the attitude of a subject depends on his/her perception of behavioral results [17]. The change of attitude reshapes behavioral motives, which in turn affect the behavioral process and effect. This is largely consistent with the theory on farmer behavior. The cognition, motives and attitude of farmers are affected by common features like bounded rationality, vulnerability to risk, and low income. According to Lewin’s behavior model, the subject’s behavior is influenced by two sets of factors: personal features, and external impacts [18, 19].

Therefore, this paper classifies the factors affecting farmer’s perception of the ecological welfare from the recycling of agricultural resources into two categories: personal variables and external variables. Seven personal variables were selected, namely, gender, age, education, years of farming, part-time job (Y/N), participation in training (Y/N), and participation in specialized farmer cooperative (Y/N). Four external variables were selected, including nearby rivers or reservoirs (Y/N), recycling infrastructure of agricultural resources (Y/N), distance to the nearest fair/market, and satisfaction of nearby highways.

3.1 Data sources

This paper selects farmers in Heilongjiang Province, China as the objects. Relying on modern agricultural technology, Heilongjiang is a major agricultural production base. The farmers from Heilongjiang are ideal objects for our research on the farmers’ perception of the ecological welfare from the recycling of agricultural resources.

The authors issued 700 questionnaires to farmers in Heilongjiang, asking them about their perception of the ecological welfare from the recycling of agricultural resources. A total of 681 questionnaires were returned. Among them, 616 questionnaires were found valid. Therefore, the questionnaires of 616 farmers from Heilongjiang were subjected to further analysis.

Our data analysis and modelling were based on the SLR, which is capable of handling diverse data. The SLR could analyze the data well, even if they are collected by ordinary questionnaires. Therefore, our questionnaire was designed as an ordinary one, without using the Likert scale [20].

The robustness of our questionnaire was verified through reliability analysis. The commonly used reliability coefficients include Cronbach’s alpha (\( \alpha \)), Alpha, split-half reliability, Kuder-Richardson formula, and Guttman split-half reliability [21]. This paper selects the Cronbach’s \( \alpha \) to measure the reliability of our questionnaire. In general, the reliability is low at \( \alpha < 0.35 \), medium at \( 0.35 \leq \alpha < 0.70 \), and high at \( \alpha \geq 0.70 \). In other words, a questionnaire is stable enough for analysis, if its Cronbach’s \( \alpha \) is above 0.7 [22].

The reliability of the 616 questionnaires were analyzed on SPSS 22.0. The Cronbach’s \( \alpha \) was found to be 0.7261, indicating that our survey results are sufficiently robust.

3.2 Descriptive analysis of variables

The ecological welfare from the recycling of agricultural resources is mainly manifested as the optimization and improvement of agricultural environment in all dimensions. The factors that affect the ecological welfare cover personal features of farmers (e.g. gender, age, education, and years of
farming) and external factors (e.g. infrastructure, surrounding environment, and national policies). Through careful consideration, three explained variables and eleven explanatory variables (Table 1) were selected for our analysis.

3.2.1 Explained variables
The explained variables include the farmer’s response to the change in each of the three aspects of ecological welfare (air quality, water quality, and farmland quality). At present, many agriculture resources are utilized improperly, causing serious “stereo” pollution to waterbody, farmland, and the air. Therefore, the farmer’s responses to air quality change, water quality change, and farmland quality change were selected to measure the ecological functions of the recycling of agricultural resources in a comprehensive manner [23-25].

3.2.2 Explanatory variables
(1) Gender
This variable reflects the difference between male and female farmers in the response to the ecological welfare from the recycling of agricultural resources.

(2) Age
This variable reflects how experience affects the farmer’s response to the ecological welfare from the recycling of agricultural resources.

(3) Education
This variable reflects how cultural quality and learning ability affects the farmer’s response to ecological welfare.

(4) Years of farming
This variable theoretically measures the ability of the farmer to perceive the changes in the “stereo” agricultural environment.

(5) Part-time job (Y/N)
This variable reflects the difference between professional and non-professional agricultural producers in the perception of ecological welfare.

This variable reflects how the changes of nearby agricultural resources, which greatly promotes the recycling of agricultural resources, in the farmer’s perception of ecological welfare.

Therefore, the farmer’s responses to air quality change, water quality change, and farmland quality change were selected to measure the ecological functions of the recycling of agricultural resources.

Table 1. The meanings of variables and results of descriptive analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Min.</th>
<th>Max.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Response to air quality change</td>
<td>Y1</td>
<td>1=worse; 2=the same; 3=better</td>
<td>1.8634</td>
<td>1.3642</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response to water quality change</td>
<td>Y2</td>
<td>1=worse; 2=the same; 3=better</td>
<td>1.7905</td>
<td>1.1259</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response to farmland quality change</td>
<td>Y3</td>
<td>1=worse; 2=the same; 3=better</td>
<td>1.8957</td>
<td>1.6580</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>X1</td>
<td>0= female; 1=male</td>
<td>0.9230</td>
<td>0.3627</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>X2</td>
<td>1=30 and below; 2=30-40; 3=40-50; 4=50-60; 5=60 and above</td>
<td>51.2364</td>
<td>14.0253</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1=illiteracy or low literacy;</td>
<td></td>
<td>2=primary school;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>X3</td>
<td>3=junior high school; 4=senior high school or technical secondary school;</td>
<td>2.9308</td>
<td>1.3025</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5=junior college and above</td>
<td></td>
<td>1=10 and below; 2=10-20; 3=20-30; 4=30-40; 5=40 and above</td>
<td>30.5893</td>
<td>8.6387</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years of farming</td>
<td>X4</td>
<td>1=1 km and below; 2=1-2 km; 3=2-3 km; 4=3-4 km; 5=4-5 km and above</td>
<td>3.1405</td>
<td>1.4019</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation in training (Y/N)</td>
<td>X5</td>
<td>1=Y; 0=N</td>
<td>0.5834</td>
<td>0.6359</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nearby rivers or reservoirs (Y/N)</td>
<td>X6</td>
<td>1=Y; 0=N</td>
<td>0.1104</td>
<td>0.2967</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recycling infrastructure of agricultural resources (Y/N)</td>
<td>X7</td>
<td>1=Y; 0=N</td>
<td>0.7961</td>
<td>0.4067</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation in specialized farmer cooperative (Y/N)</td>
<td>X8</td>
<td>1=Y; 0=N</td>
<td>0.4167</td>
<td>0.6029</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance to the nearest fair/market</td>
<td>X10</td>
<td>1=1 km and below; 2=1-2 km; 3=2-3 km; 4=3-4 km; 5=4-5 km and above</td>
<td>3.1405</td>
<td>1.4019</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction of nearby highways</td>
<td>X11</td>
<td>1=neutral; 4=slightly dissatisfied; 5=strongly dissatisfied</td>
<td>2.6743</td>
<td>1.3246</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

4.1 Farmers’ perception of ecological welfare from the recycling of agricultural resources

According to the results of descriptive analysis, the farmers’ perception of ecological welfare during the recycling of agricultural resources was divided into three aspects:

(1) Perception of air quality change

Among the 616 respondents, 29.36% held that rural air quality worsened in recent years, 44.57% believed that rural air quality remained the same, and only 26.07% recognized that rural air quality improved due to the recent transform and reuse of agricultural resources. Overall, the farmers had a low perception of ecological welfare in terms of air quality change. This means the recycling of agricultural resources has substantially changed the air quality.

(2) Perception of water quality change

Among the 616 respondents, 45.81% held that rural water quality worsened in recent years, 27.59% believed that rural water quality remained the same, and only 26.01% recognized that rural water quality improved due to the recent recycling of agricultural resources. Overall, the farmers had a low perception of ecological welfare in terms of water quality change. The recycling of agricultural resources has not markedly improved the water environment in rural areas.

Compared with air quality change, water quality change is closely associated with agricultural production. Therefore, the farmers are more sensitive to water quality change than air quality change. That is why 44.71% believed that rural air quality remained the same, and 45.81% held that rural water quality worsened in recent years. However, the proportions of farmers who thought that the air quality and water quality have improved were both below 30%, indicating that the farmers had a low perception of ecological welfare in terms of air quality change and water quality change.

(3) Perception of farmland quality change

Among the 616 respondents, 27.13% held that farmland quality worsened in recent years, 50.41% believed that farmland quality remained the same, and only 22.46% recognized that farmland quality improved due to the recent recycling of agricultural resources. Overall, the farmers had a low perception of ecological welfare in terms of farmland quality change. The recycling of agricultural resources has not reached a scale effect on improving the non-point source agricultural pollution.

To sum up, the farmers had relatively low perception of ecological welfare, although local governments have formulated many policies on the recycling of agricultural resources and rural eco-environment governance. There is still ample room to improve the ecological welfare of farmers.

4.2 Influencing factors of farmers’ response to ecological welfare

The multicollinearity of the explanatory variables was tested, using the calculation module of variance inflation factor (VIF) in SPSS 22.0. The results show that the explanatory variables were not linearly correlated. Furthermore, the model was found to have a high goodness-of-fit, for all explanatory variables passed the significance test at the 5% level. In addition, these variables also passed the test of parallel lines in SPSS 22.0.

On this basis, the SLR models were constructed for farmers’ perceptions of air quality change, water quality change, and farmland quality change, and analyzed by the Ordinal Regression module in SPSS 22.0. Based on the analysis results (Table 2), the factors that affect the farmers’ perception were discussed as follows:

4.2.1 Factors affecting farmers’ perception of air quality change

The regression results of model 1 show that, during the recycling of agricultural resources, the perception of air quality change has a significant negative correlation with education (significant at the 5% level), and a significant positive correlation with years of farming and satisfaction of nearby highways (significant at the 10% level).

According to the variable values in Table 1, when agricultural resources are being recycled, every level of increase in education reduces the score of air quality change by 0.675%; long years of farming and improved traffic conditions can effectively enhance the farmers’ favorable attitude to air quality change. Therefore, the farmers’ perception of ecological welfare can be greatly improved by training professional farmers and promoting infrastructure.

Meanwhile, the other eight variables showed insignificant impacts on the perception of air quality change. Their influence on farmer’s perception of air quality change can be neglected.

4.2.2 Factors affecting farmers’ perception of water quality change

The regression results of model 2 show that, during the recycling of agricultural resources, the perception of water quality change has a significant negative correlation with gender (significant at the 5% level) and education (significant at the 10% level), and a significant positive correlation with the distance to the nearest fair/market and satisfaction of nearby highways (significant at the 10% level).

According to the variable values in Table 1, when agricultural resources are being recycled, male farmers with relatively good education had low perception and recognition of water quality change; if there is a fair/market nearby and the traffic conditions are good, the farmers tend to perceive and recognize water quality change well. Therefore, the farmers’ perception of ecological welfare can be greatly improved by stepping up the construction of market infrastructure.

Meanwhile, the other seven variables showed insignificant impacts on the perception of water quality change. Their influence on farmer’s perception of water quality change can be neglected.

4.2.3 Factors affecting farmers’ perception of farmland quality change

The regression results of model 3 show that, during the recycling of agricultural resources, the perception of farmland quality change has a significant negative correlation with years of farming (significant at the 5% level), recycling infrastructure of agricultural resources (significant at the 10% level), and participation in specialized farmer cooperative (significant at the 5% level).

According to the variable values in Table 1, when agricultural resources are being recycled, the farmers who had engaging in farming for many years were sensitive to the changes in the “stereo” agricultural environment, and tend to perceive the worsening of farmland quality. In our survey, 59.35% of respondents replied that his/her village has no
reducing the infrastructure of agricultural resources; 86.00% of them answered that he/she had not participated in specialized farmer cooperative. This greatly limits the farmers’ perception of farmland quality change.

Meanwhile, the other seven variables showed insignificant impacts on the perception of water quality change. Their influence on farmer’s perception of farmland quality change can be neglected.

### Table 2. The SLR results on factors affecting the perception of ecological welfare

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Response model to air quality change (model 1)</th>
<th>Response model to water quality change (model 2)</th>
<th>Response model to farmland quality change (model 3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>Wald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (X1)</td>
<td>0.507</td>
<td>0.425</td>
<td>1.117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (X2)</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>0.325</td>
<td>0.107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (X3)</td>
<td>-0.675*</td>
<td>0.312</td>
<td>11.824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years of farming (X4)</td>
<td>1.761**</td>
<td>0.917</td>
<td>4.326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part-time job (Y/N) (X5)</td>
<td>-0.395</td>
<td>0.455</td>
<td>0.927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation in training (Y/N) (X6)</td>
<td>-0.035</td>
<td>0.0856</td>
<td>0.113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nearby rivers or reservoirs (Y/N) (X7)</td>
<td>-0.108</td>
<td>0.467</td>
<td>0.064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recycling infrastructure of agricultural resources (Y/N) (X8)</td>
<td>-0.586</td>
<td>0.411</td>
<td>2.316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation in specialized farmer cooperative (Y/N) (X9)</td>
<td>0.101</td>
<td>0.529</td>
<td>0.107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance to the nearest fair/market (X10)</td>
<td>-0.859</td>
<td>1.127</td>
<td>0.421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction of nearby highways (X11)</td>
<td>16.253***</td>
<td>0.752</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudo R-Squared=0.201; Log Likelihood=420.851; Chi-Square=45.718</td>
<td>Pseudo R-Squared=0.078; Log Likelihood=247.346; Chi-Square=33.063</td>
<td>Pseudo R-Squared=0.087; Log Likelihood=253.48; Chi-Square=39.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *, **, and *** mean the variable is significant at the levels of 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively.

To sum up, the following results can be drawn from the regression results: the farmers’ perception ability of and sensitivity to the ecological welfare from the improved “stereo” agricultural environment could be effectively enhanced by cultivating professional farmers with relatively good education. Besides, the farmers could perceive ecological welfare much more effectively, if the processing infrastructure of agricultural resources (e.g. nearby roads) is improved.

The farmers’ perception of ecological welfare could also be greatly affected by personal variables like age, gender, part-time job (Y/N), and participation in training (Y/N), as well as external variables like nearby rivers or reservoirs (Y/N), and recycling infrastructure of agricultural resources (Y/N). However, these factors have not exerted an obvious effect on the perception of ecological welfare from the recycling of agricultural resources. This is because the Chinese farmers are generally poorly educated, most technical trainings are merely a formality, and rural infrastructure is still backward. Of course, the underlying reasons should be further researched by relevant subjects.

### 5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper mainly explores the farmers’ perception of the ecological welfare from the changes in the “stereo” agricultural environment, which arises from the recycling of agricultural resources, and analyzes the factors affecting the perception process. The influencing factors were divided into personal variables and external variables. The impact degree and direction of each variable were examined in details. The results show that the farmers had a low perception of the ecological welfare from the changes in the “stereo” agricultural environment, including the changes in air quality, water quality, and farmland quality; the recycling of agricultural resources has not reached a scale effect on improving the “stereo” agricultural environment, but plays an important role in improving the quality of air, water, and farmland in rural areas. To unleash the said scale effect, it is necessary to industrialize, scale-up, and standardize the recycling of agricultural resources, thereby improving the farmers’ response to ecological welfare. The research results provide important insights on the improvement of agricultural environment in all dimensions.
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